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            Catering Equipment Hire London

            Allens, the award-winning event & catering equipment hire company in London and the South

From crockery to cutlery and glassware, to chairs, tables, linen and bar equipment, Allens has a wide range of items to hire. As event catering equipment hire specialists we don’t only supply the nice bits that guests will see and use – our product range extends to the kitchen as well, from freezers to ovens, so we have your entire event covered.

Operating from our warehouses in London, Southampton, Bristol, Luton and Exeter, we are well-positioned to deliver catering equipment to venues throughout the South of England and beyond. An excellent reputation for quality, efficiency and reliability has made us the preferred catering equipment hire company for many caterers, event organisers and venues. We also supply private clients organising their own parties and events.

Take a look at our extensive range of catering equipment, party equipment, kitchen, outdoor furniture, plates, glasses, cutlery, tables, chairs and furniture available to hire now, talk to our friendly and knowledgeable sales team – we think you’ll quickly understand why we won the award for Event Equipment Hire Company of the Year 2016! At Allens every client is an individual, every event is unique, and that’s why we take a proactive and flexible approach to every job. Plus you can trust us to take care of every last detail, from initial planning to delivery and collection.

Call us today and let’s start working together to make your next event a memorable success!
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                     A huge thank you for looking after us and our clients so well during our very busy 2023 season. You go above and beyond to deliver the most outstanding service. We must drive you mad sometimes but you never make us feel as though anything is too much trouble.

Please pass on our thanks to the wider team. We absolutely love working with Allens and look forward to a busy 2024!!
 
 Becka
18/10/2023
                

                
                     Thank you for your efficient and friendly service! Our tables and chairs were delivered on Thursday with a late additional chair and no fuss from you!

We had an amazing night and guests loved the rustic look!
 
 Sarah
30/05/2023
                

                
                     We sought your assistance in getting a BBQ to facilitate our summer BBQ party. We were really pleased with your customer care and all the timely help offered in making our party a successful one.
 
 Bincy
19/03/2023
                

                
                     We wanted to say a huge thank you for all yours and your teams’ support in the planning and delivery of our event last night.

The chairs looked really great in the space. Please pass our thanks along to your teams who delivered and collected them in such horrible weather!

We look forward to working with you again soon.
 
 Franki
09/03/2023
                

                
                     I have had a fantastic experience hiring from Allens and look forward to formalising our partnership. Pips in your sales team has been particularly excellent and key to a number of successful events for us.
 
 Daniel
22/11/2022
                

                
                     Just wanted to say a huge thanks to you & the team at Allens. Just an amazing group of people. The energy & joy of you all working together & as a result having such an incredible customer service was so palpable as soon as you walk through the door.

Really appreciate your guidance & efficiency with it all.

Look forward to next time.
 
 Denise
19/10/2022
                

                
                     Many thanks for all of your support with our wedding. The day was flawless and our selections from yourselves were fantastic! Particularly the colourful napkins, which really set the dining room off.
 
 Darren
11/08/2022
                

                
                     Thanks again for all your help over the last couple of weeks – the events were all a great success, and you certainly played a part in that!
 
 Leah
11/07/2022
                

                
                     Following up from my hire this weekend – I just wanted to say that your delivery and collection drivers were excellent, so thank you.
 
 Lucy
06/07/2022
                

                
                     Thanks for everything regarding the delivery and supply of tables and chairs for our event, which was a great success.
Everyone there commented on how professional the set up looked.
When you think that this was a working barn turned into a wedding venue over a weekend it was a remarkable achievement.
Thanks again for your service.
 
 Peter
22/06/2022
                

                
                     We had a fabulous Ball on Saturday night and everything we hired from you worked out perfectly – thank you.
 
 Andy
13/06/2022
                

                
                     Equipment arrived as expected & picked up. Then got a call from Eastleigh branch. One of our volunteers had lost a donation envelope while stacking chairs, containing a reasonable sum of money. Money returned. Happy to recommend a business you can trust.
 
 Dominic
07/06/2022
                

                
                     Excellent service. Hired garden furniture for a garden party, arrived on time and picked up promptly. Good service from start to finish. Thank you!
 
 Katherine
06/06/2022
                

                
                     I ordered cutlery and glassware for a small event (20 sets). It was for my sister's civil partnership reception so I was concerned about it all going well, and Allens customer service were great. They responded quickly to my emails and were really helpful when I phoned them on the day of delivery to check when my delivery slot was. They then came and collected the used glassware and plates etc the next day. I would definitely use their services again!
 
 Laura
01/04/2022
                

                
                     I'd just like to thank you so much for being so great over our catering last year.  You were very professional, no fuss and easy to deal with. Happy to recommend.
 
 Helen
02/12/2020
                

                
                     Just wanted to say a huge thank you for all your help this year, I know there was a lot of back and forth with the orders so thank you for being so patient with that and for getting the replacement table sorted so quickly.

And please send on a massive thank you to your transport crew who were so fantastic with both the load in and out, they absolutely smashed it and were really lovely to work with.  

Thank you again!
 
 Rebecca
04/09/2019
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                            Jars Platters and Servers

                            

                            Completely handcrafted in France, our new Jars platters and servers are sure to add a new style and texture to your events.

                                Order now
                        

                    

                    
                        Breaking News! 
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                            South West Event Hire Joins Allens Hire

                            

                            The Event hire landscape is changing. Boasting nearly two decades of expertise in the hire industry, Brian and Jan, owners of South West Event Hire, are taking an exciting step forwards by joining forces with Allens Hire to unleash an unparalleled level of service to their loyal customer base.

                                Read More
                        

                    

                    
                        New Collection 
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                            Riedel Veloce

                            

                            Introducing an impressive development based on state-of-the-art technology and the finest, lightest grape varietal specific crystal glass ever.

                                Read More
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                    Pancake Day Competition 2023
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                    Host the perfect formal dinner
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                    Planning for a Bonfire Night party
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                    Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II
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                    How to BBQ like a professional
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                    Benefits of Hiring vs Buying Tableware
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                    Dinner Party Do’s & Don’ts
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                        Berkshire


                        	Ascot
	Reading
	Slough


                    

                    
                        Cambridgeshire


                        	Cambridge
	Peterborough
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                        	East London
	North London
	South London
	West London
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	High Wycombe
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	Portsmouth
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	Bicester
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	Marlborough
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	Gloucester 
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	Glastonbury
	Taunton
	Weston-Super-Mare
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                        	Luton
	Leighton Buzzard
	Bedford
	Dunstable
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	Torquay
	Plymouth
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                    We use cookies on our site to help us improve the user experience. By continuing to browse the site, you are giving your consent to our use of cookies. If this is not something you wish to allow, please change the cookie settings in your browser.

More information is available in our Privacy and Cookie Policy.
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